


1 Speed ratio 2:3:4 Then time ratio
2 A can do a work in 15 days and b can do same work 20 days than if they work together
and after 2 days b leave the job and remain work a alone complete,,,find how many
days total work complete?
3 A do work in 10 days B in 15, what portion of work is done in one day
4 Rs150 at the rate of 8% ,how many years earn same interest as Rs-800 earn at the rate
of 9/2% in 3 year??
5 C I 85 rupee after how much year on principle 320rs at rate 25/2 %
6 813.661=2A+2B+4E+c/4 than find 3A+B/4+4c+5E
7 Naman buy a thing has pay 12960 and on this thing a additional tax 8% .but Naman
bargain the shopkeeper and he has only pay 12960 ,so how much discount pay
shopkeeper to naman?
8 220 ream was bought 60 per ream ,180 rupee extra expenses and 30 paise per ream
--and 40 rs for coolie charge .if he wants a profit of 9% on the selling the ream ,so
what's selling price of per realm
9 4th proportional of value 11 : 209 :: 3 : ….



10 A train 600 m length cross bridge in 60 sec Another train from oppostite direction
same length double speed cross pole in 20 sec, Find Length of bridge.
11 Jai starts from A to B at 8 am, Bhura from B to A, Both meet at c and after crossing
they reach at B and A in 32 hrs and 40 hr 30 min ,Speed of Jai is 45 kmh then find speed
of Bhura

13 A tank filled with water can use a family for 20 days but some guest comes and now
25 % more water per days consume ,if tank full when guest arrive than how many days
tank will be
empty??



14 Suresh , a fruit sailor., Wants to gains 20percent on cost price,if he sells product
rs680 .then profit in rupees
15 240m Train crosses a stationary train of same length and a wall of 240m what is sum
of the time . If the speed of train is 20 m/s
15 avg of 6 no is x and Avg of first 3 is y and remaining is z then which one correct
Option- 2x=y+z
16 sum of three odd consecutive numbers is 38 more than its avg then smallest one
17 Arrange in Ascending order A 1/3 b 4/7 c 3/5 d 6/7
Ship, sailor,sea venn diagram
Publisher:book,film.... ?
Commander, Commondore, Brigadier, Admiral
Cricket player ,footbal lover and studens......ka vann diagram
Jupiter Sun Star venn diagram
Vulture. Swan parrot sparrow odd one out
Green revolution : plants. :: Silver revolution : …………
Girl, Dancer and Singer Venn Diagram



1 WIPO – World Intellectual Property Organization Headquarters? Ans. Geneva,
Switzerland
2 What is the use of silicon carbide? Ans. Abrasive and cutting tools
3 Where is Paratroopers Training school? Ans. Agra
4 Siam was the old name of which country? Ans. Thailand
5 Which one of the following is a terrestrial planet? Ans. Mars
6 Which freedom fighter known as Deshbandhu? Ans. C R Das
7 Who is the First Chief of Defence Staff India? Ans. General Bipin Rawat
8 Crawl term is related to which sport? Ans. Swimming
9 Green Revolution is Plant then Silver Revolution is ______? Ans. Eggs
10 Who was the founder of the Chola dynasty? Ans. Vijayalaya Chola
11 Highest wicket taker in world cup history? Ans. Glenn McGrath (AUS) 71
Wickets
12 Odd one out Brigadier, Commander, Admiral, Commodore? Ans. Brigadier, it is
an Army rank, others are Navy rank



13 First winner of David Dixon award? Ans. South African swimmer Natalie du Toit
14 Who appoints election commission of India? Ans. President of India
15 Lithium triangle is in? Ans. Chile, Argentina, and Bolivia
16 Who is Player of the Century at Globe Soccer Awards? Ans. Cristiano Ronaldo –
Currently Joining MAN UTD CLUB
17 What is the chemical formula of pop (plaster of Paris)? Ans. (CaSO4) H2O
18 What is the Capital of Cyprus? Ans. Nicosia
19 First women to win Dronacharya award was? Ans. Sunil Dabas
20 When was first Emergency declared in India? Ans. 25 June 1975
21 Who did Bardoli Satyagraha? Ans. Sardar Vallabhai Patel
22 What causes rust in wheat? Ans. fungus Puccinia triticina
23 When was Project Tiger started in India? Ans. 1st April 1973 was launched in
Jim Corbett National Park, Uttarakhand
24 When was the Battle of Plassey fought in India? Ans. 23 June 1757
25 Pattachitra is associated with which state Ans. Odisha/West Bengal



26 Which tennis Grand Slam is played on clay? Ans. French Open championships
27 Which of the following Trophy is related to golf? Ans. Many are there like
Wanamaker Trophy, Ryder Cup, Claret Jug, Amateur Championship Trophy,
Masters Trophy, US Open Trophy, Walker Cup, US Women’s Open Trophy, South
African Open Trophy etc.
28 How many bones are found in the upper limb? Ans. 30/64
29 kings cup related to which sport? Ans. Foot Ball
30 Which of the following regions did not form the part of Ashoka’s empire? Ans.
Madras
31 Which of the following River originates from Gaumukh? Ans. Bhagirathi River
32 What is Summer Solstice? Ans. Day when Northern hemisphere faces the
longest day as Sun is on tropic of cancer.
Synonym of Exonerate Ans. Absolve, Release, Discharge
Synonym of Advocate Ans. person who publicly supports or recommends a
particular cause or policy; publicly recommend or support.



Idiom: To get cold feet Ans. A fear of doing something.
Idiom: Turning Tail Ans. To turn around and run away, usually because you are
frightened
Idiom: Mare’s Nest Ans. A false discovery, illusion, or deliberate hoax
The director prefers (a)/ your opinion (b)/ than that of others. (c)/ No error (d)
Ans. The director prefers your opinion to those of others.
Green revolution : Plants :: Silver revolution : ? Ans. Eggs


